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Dear Mr. Aliyev,

With this letter, we wished to express our appreciation to you for the interactive seminars conducted on August 7 and 14, 2019 at the Committee on Urban Planning and Architecture the Republic of Azerbaijan.

In particular, the doctoral research that you are conducting at the University of Geneva on "Sustainable Retrofitting of Urban Spaces based on Evidence-based development strategies: Multidirectional Urban Retrofitting method for the Old Industrial Area of Baku" were interesting for participants which illustrated the importance of this topic.

It was also extremely cognitive and useful being within the framework of development of the new Master Plan of Baku and the strategic project of the Master Plan on "Remediation of the Old Industrial Area".

Again, we would like to thank you for the time and courtesy extended for the Committee. Hope for further cooperation and wish the best in your future carrier.

Sincerely,

First deputy chairman

Anar Quliyev